Because keeping you safe is our top priority...
Please take a moment to read through the following care and use instructions for your new hard hat.

We care a lot about your safety and satisfaction. That's why we’ve put together a few precautions for you to follow while using your NoCry Hard Hat.

- This hard hat is designed to absorb the energy from falling objects in an industrial work-related environment. It cannot offer complete protection against every hazard or injury, so always remain careful while working in areas that require you to wear the hard hat. Do not try to modify, alter, adapt, paint, or store your helmet in any way.

- Before using the helmet, make sure it fits and is correctly adjusted to your head size. Try adjusting the headband size using the dial ratchet until the helmet feels comfortable and snug on your head - the headband should not be fastened too tightly.

- Regularly inspect your hard hat for any signs of damage. Check the shell, inner suspension, and chin strap for weakness, fraying, or cracks. If your helmet has recently received an impact, do not use it and replace immediately - the damage might not be readily apparent. Better safe than sorry.

- Always wear the chin strap when working on elevated work surfaces, climbing a ladder or scaffold, or working in areas with high wind speeds. Do not fasten the chin strap too tightly and only use accessories or parts made by and supplied by NoCry. Using other brands of accessory could be potentially dangerous and give you a headache... literally.

If this hard hat is just what you needed, why not spread the word?
To leave a review on Amazon, choose Orders (top menu) > Write a product review, or search for the NoCry Hard Hat on Amazon, and leave a review that way.
Always be careful when assessing situations and environments where you are planning to use the hard hat. Make sure that the hard hat is the most suitable means of protection from potential threats you will be exposed to in your work environment. Always wear the necessary additional protective clothing and gear and follow all safety codes and precautions.

This hard hat is not fire or chemical resistant. Store at a temperature range between +5 to +35°C. This safety helmet fully complies with EN397:2012+A1:2012, the industrial standard for all safety helmets, as well as European Regulation (EU) 2016/425.

You can remove minor dirt/stains from your hard hat by using a soft brush. If the dirt/stains are stubborn please use a washcloth in lukewarm water with a neutral detergent solution. Do not clean with abrasive or corrosive solutions or solvents. Rinse with clean water afterward. Never clean any part in a washing machine.

To dismantle your helmet, unclip the chin strap and remove the inner suspension by pulling each of the four hanger keys out of their individual slots, use a bit of force if necessary - don’t worry it can take it.

Transport your helmet in a clean dry polybag or suitable protective case and keep well away from stored chemicals, contaminants and free-falling objects.

Properly used and maintained, this hard hat helmet will last 5 years, but for ultimate safety, we suggest you replace it every 2-3 years.

If you have received a helmet that either doesn’t fit or has a defect, return it to us immediately. We’ll either offer you a free replacement helmet or a full refund - up to you. Just drop us a line to start the straightforward process.

If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact our customer support at wecare@nocry.com. We're always here to help.
Assembly Instructions

Follow the steps below to assemble your Hard Hat.

N.B: We have also created a helpful how-to assembly video, together with online instructions and larger images. You can find them at www.nocry.com/instructions.

1. Take all parts out of their original packaging and place them on a flat, soft working surface.

2. Ensure the suspension is securely installed inside the hard hat and all four hanger keys are placed inside their key slot. The adjustable dial ratchet should be at the back of the helmet.

3. Attach the chin strap to the hard hat by snapping the strap clips to the suspension connector slots.

4. Make sure the chin strap is securely attached to the suspension. Adjust the strap length to your preferred length.
Meaning of safety markings

- Conforms with health, safety and environmental protection standards of the European Economic Area (EEA).
  - Hard hat material type.
- Helmet production date (year/month)
- Importer’s logo, NoCry OU Ltd.

EN397  The European standard for industrial safety helmets.

0086  Notify body number.

SM921  Hard hat model number.

55-62 cm  Head circumference range (in cm and inches).
  6 7/8-7 3/4

Product Information:

Model name: SM921 Safety Helmet
Head circumference size range: 55 - 62cm (6 7/8-7 3/4in)
Compliant with: EN397:2012, A1:2012 & EU 2016/425 (Type 1, Class E, G, C)
Certification: BSI Group, PO Box 6221 Kitemark Court, Davy Avenue, Milton Keynes, MK5 8PP, U.K. Notify Body No: 0086.
Manufacturer: Parkson Safety Industrial Corp.,16F-7, no. 99, sec 1, Xintai 5th road, Xizhi District, New Taipei City 22175, Taiwan.
www.parkson.com.tw/declarations
Importer details: NoCry OU Ltd. Laasiku, Pahkla, Laane-Saare, Saaremaa, 93823, Estonia. Trade Register No: 12334982. VAT No: GB234003265.
Made in Taiwan - 2019. www.nocry.com